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Abstract

Magnetic reconnection occurs in turbulent plasmas like shock transition regions, while its exact role in energy dissipation

therein is not yet clear. We perform a 2D particle-in-cell simulation for foreshock waves and study electron heating associated

with reconnection. The probability distribution of Te exhibits a shift to higher values near reconnection X-lines compared to

elsewhere. By examining the Te evolution using the superposed epoch analysis, we find that Te is higher in reconnection than

in non-reconnecting current sheets, and Te increases over the ion cyclotron time scale. The heating rate of Te is 10%-40%

miVA2, where VA is the average ion Alfvén speed in reconnection regions, which demonstrates the importance of reconnection

in heating electrons. We further investigate the bulk electron energization mechanisms by decomposing under guiding center

approximations. Around the reconnection onset, E|| dominates the total energization partly contributed by electron holes, and

the perpendicular energization is dominant by the magnetization term associated with the gyro-motion in the inhomogeneous

fields. The Fermi mechanism contributes negative energization at early time mainly due to the Hall effect, and later the outflow

in the reconnection plane contributes more dominant positive values. After a couple of ion cyclotron periods from reconnection

onset, the Fermi mechanism dominates the energization. A critical factor for initiating reconnection is to drive current sheets

to the de-scale thickness. The reconnection structures can be complicated due to flows originated from the ion-scale waves, and

interactions between multiple reconnection sites. These features may assist future analysis of observation data.
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Key points8

 Statistically electrons are heated in reconnection with the temperature increase at 10%~40%9

of the available magnetic energy for reconnection10

 The electron bulk energization is dominant by E|| around reconnection onset, and is later11

dominant by Fermi acceleration12

 Driving the current sheet to the de-scale thickness is critical for initiating reconnection, and13

interactions of multiple reconnection sites lead to complicated structures14



Abstract15

Magnetic reconnection occurs in turbulent plasmas like shock transition regions, while its exact16

role in energy dissipation therein is not yet clear. We perform a 2D particle-in-cell simulation for17

foreshock waves and study electron heating associated with reconnection. The probability18

distribution of Te exhibits a shift to higher values near reconnection X-lines compared to19

elsewhere. By examining the Te evolution using the superposed epoch analysis, we find that Te is20

higher in reconnection than in non-reconnecting current sheets, and Te increases over the ion21

cyclotron time scale. The heating rate of Te is 10%-40% miVA2, where VA is the average ion22

Alfvén speed in reconnection regions, which demonstrates the importance of reconnection in23

heating electrons. We further investigate the bulk electron energization mechanisms by24

decomposing �� ∙ � under guiding center approximations. Around the reconnection onset, E||25

dominates the total energization partly contributed by electron holes, and the perpendicular26

energization is dominant by the magnetization term associated with the gyro-motion in the27

inhomogeneous fields. The Fermi mechanism contributes negative energization at early time28

mainly due to the Hall effect, and later the outflow in the reconnection plane contributes more29

dominant positive values. After a couple of ion cyclotron periods from reconnection onset, the30

Fermi mechanism dominates the energization. A critical factor for initiating reconnection is to31

drive current sheets to the de-scale thickness. The reconnection structures can be complicated due32

to flows originated from the ion-scale waves, and interactions between multiple reconnection33

sites. These features may assist future analysis of observation data.34



1. Introduction35

Magnetic reconnection is a ubiquitous plasma process that converts energies from36

electromagnetic fields to particles. Commonly happening in the turbulent environment, such as37

the Earth’s magnetosheath [e.g., Voros et al., 2017; Phan et al., 2018; Starwarz et al., 2022;38

Wilder et al., 2022] and the shock transition region [e.g., Gingell et al., 2019, 2020; Wang et al.,39

2019, 2020; Liu et al., 2020], reconnection can potentially contribute to the energy dissipation40

therein. In observations, the clearest reconnection signature is the outflow jet for electrons [e.g.,41

Phan et al., 2018], sometimes for ions [e.g., Wang et al., 2019], and the inflow and outflow of the42

magnetic flux [e.g., Qi et al., 2022]. The outflow is also the primary criterion for identifying43

reconnection events. The effect on electron heating is less clear. Some individual events exhibit44

Te enhancements in the reconnection current sheets [e.g., Gingell et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019;45

Liu et al., 2020], and some do not [e.g., Phan et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2020]. A statistical46

examination [Gingell et al., 2020] shows that the electron heating rate ( ∆��/����2 , i.e., the47

temperature increase from inflow to outflow regions of reconnection with respect to the inflow48

magnetic energy) can be either positive or negative. The width of the heating rate distribution is49

much greater than that in typical magnetopause reconnection of 1.7% [Phan et al., 2013], and can50

exceed 100% in some cases. As discussed in Gingell et al. [2020], electron heating may also51

occur outside of the reconnection current sheets in the shock transition region, which complicates52

the observation features. Recent simulation studies have shown that reconnection in turbulence53

contributes to electron heating: Shay et al. [2018] found that the scaling of ion and electron54

heating in single reconnection events is applicable to turbulence, while the number of55

reconnecting X-lines is important in determining the actual heating amount; Bandyopadhyay et56

al. [2021] demonstrated electron heating in individual reconnection X-line regions diagnosed57



with the pressure work. Here we use a simulation to study electron heating in reconnection in the58

shock transition region, aiming to find out explicitly whether reconnection is important for59

heating electrons in such an environment, to understand the electron energization mechanisms in60

the framework of guiding center motion, and to advance the understanding of structures and61

evolution of reconnection in the shock turbulence.62

63

For reconnection in the shock transition region, one pathway of generating reconnection current64

sheets is through the evolution of foreshock waves, as demonstrated by particle-in-cell (PIC)65

simulations [Bessho et al., 2020] and inferred from observations [Wang et al., 2020]. In the66

transition region of quasi-parallel shocks, the presence of counter-streaming ions between the67

incoming solar wind and the backstreaming population can initiate ion-ion beam instability and68

generate ULF waves with a wavelength of a few to tens of ion inertia lengths (di) [e.g., Eastwood69

et al., 2005; Wilson III, 2016]. The ULF wave grows into large amplitudes, sometimes70

generating non-linear structures like Short Large-Amplitude Magnetic Structures (SLAMS) [e.g.,71

Schwartz et al., 1992; Wang et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2021]. The waveform in the ion-scale72

waves gradually distorts, and secondary instabilities may also be excited, which both lead to thin73

current sheets that eventually reconnect [Bessho et al., 2020]. In this study, we extract the74

foreshock environment in the shock to simulate the ion-ion instability and the processes that75

follow.76

77

2. Simulation78

We perform a 2D PIC simulation in the x-y plane using the VPIC code [Bowers, 2008]. The79

simulation starts from a homogeneous magnetic field B0 along x. A solar wind ion population80



moves with a bulk Vx<0, a backstreaming ion population moves with Vx>0, and electrons are at81

rest. The density ratio between backstreaming ions and electrons is nb/n0=0.2, the relative drift82

between two ion populations is dV=15 VA0, where VA0 is the ion Alfvén speed based on B0 and83

n0. The solar wind ion � is 1.0, the temperature ratio between backstreaming ions and solar wind84

ions is Tb/TSW=25, and the temperature ratio between electrons and solar wind ions is Te/TSW=2.85

The simulation uses periodic boundary conditions along both directions. The system size is86

Lx×Ly=240 di × 120 di, the grid size in each dimension is 0.19 de, the mass ratio is mi/me=100,87

and the electron plasma to cyclotron frequency ratio is ���/��� = 5. Unless otherwise noted, the88

magnetic and electric field are in units of B0, density is in n0, velocity is in speed of light (c), and89

temperature is in mec2.90

91

Under the simulated initial conditions, where nb/n0 and dV are the most critical parameters, the92

linear instability analysis predicts the excitation of the non-resonant mode ion-ion beam93

instability [e.g., Akimoto et al., 1993] (not shown). The corresponding ULF wave propagates94

toward -x with a right-hand polarization. The wave does not resonate with backstreaming ions95

(the reason for the name of ‘non-resonant’ mode) but cyclotron resonates with solar wind ions.96

Such simulation setups for 1D runs in the same parameter regime have been used to successfully97

produce the non-resonant ULF wave and the associated nonlinear solitary structures [Chen et al.,98

2021; Chen et al., 2022]. Here the simulation is extended to 2D, and it still leads to the non-99

resonant mode wave in the linear stage as predicted. The simulation represents the foreshock100

wave environment, and we will investigate its evolution, particularly about electron heating in101

reconnection born out of the foreshock waves.102

103



3. Electron heating in reconnection current sheets104

The simulation develops the non-resonant mode ion-ion instability. The corresponding wave has105

a wavelength of 6.7 di, propagating toward -x with a speed of 2.2 VA0 with a right-hand106

polarization, and the frequency is � = 2.0��� . At ���� = 17.0 , the wave magnetic field �� =107

��2 + ��2 grows to the largest spatially averaged value of 2.2 B0, with a local maximum108

amplitude of 7.3 B0. The By field is shown in Figure 1a. The By stripes are mainly along y and109

have been broken into segments of current sheets. The overplotted magnetic field lines in the x-y110

plane (black curves) show the formation of islands that indicate reconnection, and the ‘x’111

symbols mark the X-point locations determined by the saddle points of the vector potential Az112

with optimal data smoothing [Haggerty et al., 2017]. Te exhibits enhancements that tend to be113

associated with current sheets (Figure 1b).114

115

We examined the evolution of individual reconnection current sheets. An example is shown in116

Figure 2 (a-e). Around ���� = 16.0 , magnetic fields in the shown region of a few di are117

compressed to a strength of ~5 B0 (Figure 2a), which can be considered as a SLAMS. The118

compressed region is associated with electron heating (Figure 2b). The current sheet in the center119

is further compressed to the electron scale and reconnection occurs at ���� = 16.5 (Figure 2c),120

where Te is more significantly enhanced. The current sheet thickness when X-line first appears at121

���� = 16.5 is 1.6 de, based on the full width at half maximum of jM along N across the X-line122

(not shown). The LMN coordinate system is determined and illustrated on VeL profiles (Figures123

2d-2e): M=z is along the out-of-plane current direction; L is along the maximum variance124

direction of the x-y plane magnetic fields in a region of 2 di×2 di surrounding the X-line, and N125

finishes the right-handed L-M-N coordinate. VeL exhibits a field-aligned shear flow on two sides126



of the current sheets. The flow shear develops before reconnection starts. It is originally the flow127

along the ion-scale wave magnetic fields as the wave grows to large amplitudes, and becomes the128

shear flow as field lines bend to form the current sheet. The shear flow gradually evolves into129

part of the reconnection outflow jet (Figure 2e). At ���� = 16.5 , the shear flow is 6.3 VA,asym,130

where ��,���� = ��1��2 ��1 + ��2
�� �1 ��2 +�2 ��1

is the inflow ion Alfvén speed for asymmetric131

reconnection, and parameters for calculating the shear flow and VA,asym are taken at inflow132

regions where |jM| drops to 1/10 of its maximum. Ions are demagnetized and ViL also exhibits133

diverging outflows but with a much smaller amplitude than VeL (not shown), indicating that ions134

are involved in reconnection, but the region is not large enough to fully develop magnetized ion135

outflow jets. The shear flow is much greater than the critical value of ~2VA,asym (for weak136

asymmetry as in this current sheet) that was predicted to suppress reconnection [Doss et al.,137

2015]. We suspect that the incomplete coupling of ions may play a role in allowing for138

reconnection to happen, since the electron mass or something between ion and electron masses139

may be more appropriate to characterize the Alfvén speed that sets the shear flow threshold; the140

strong driving condition in the turbulence may also be helpful for sustaining reconnection. It141

requires future work to better understand whether and how shear flow effects on reconnection142

vary under these circumstances.143

144

The turbulent environment generates many reconnection current sheets, and some can be close to145

and affected by each other. Figure 2f shows an example cluster of current sheets with multiple146

X-lines. Arrows indicate the inflow and outflow directions at each reconnection site, based on147

the consistent indicators of the direction of Ez, evolution of the Az contours, and the direction of148

electron outflow jets. The islands generated by X-lines No. 1 and No. 2 connect to the inflow149



region of X-line No. 3, so the reconnection jets around these islands can help drive the inflow of150

reconnection No. 3. X-line No. 4 is in the exhaust of reconnection No. 3. A band of Te151

enhancement spans from X-line No. 3 to the inflow region of reconnection No. 4, indicating the152

flow of energized particles between reconnection sites, and these particles can thus be energized153

by multiple reconnection sites. The source of energized particles from reconnection No. 3 also154

leads to a complicated Te profile. Along the trajectory marked by the magenta line in Figure 2f,155

the enhanced Te band from the different X-line leads to asymmetric inflow Te conditions for156

reconnection site No. 4, and Te in the exhaust is lower than Te in the inflow. Such an observation157

feature might be mis-interpreted as low/negative heating rate by reconnection, but the high158

inflow Te is actually due to other mechanisms rather than the observed reconnection current sheet.159

160

The importance of reconnection in the statistical sense is evaluated by plotting the probability161

distribution function (pdf) of Te (Figure 3). The plot is for ���� = 18.0, where the number of X-162

lines reaches the maximum of 328, while the features are persistent for all time steps with X-163

lines. Compared to the pdf of all cells (black), the pdf of Te for cells at 2 de × 2 de surrounding164

X-lines (red) is clearly shifted to higher Te values. The pdf of Te surrounding O-lines (defined by165

extrema of Az) also exhibits a shift of the peak to higher Te values than pdf of all cells, but the166

shift is smaller than that for X-lines; it has a positive skewness with higher pdf than that for all167

cells at high Te. The result indicates the statistical importance of electron heating by reconnection.168

169

The Te evolution of reconnection current sheets is further examined to extract more quantitative170

results. For the single current sheet in Figure 2 (a-e), we analyze the fixed region shown in the171

plot with a size of 5 di × 10 di. The average Te over the fixed region at each time step increases172



over time (Figure 4a, blue), and the heating rate ∆��/����2 increases from 7% at ���� = 16.0 to173

21% at ���� = 19.5 (X-line first appears at ���� = 16.5). Here ∆�� is the difference between the174

spatially averaged Te and the simulation initial Te0=0.05 (close to the value of the minimum Te in175

the region), and VA is the ion Alfvén speed based on the average ne and |B| over the region at the176

instant time. Te close to the X-line (averaged over 2 de × 2 de) is separately examined (Figure 4a,177

orange), which is usually greater than the ion-scale averaged Te, while it occasionally may178

exhibit a decrease over time. The rate ∆��/����2 close to the X-line is up to 30% (Figure 4b,179

orange). We note that the calculation of the heating rate has some differences from the typical180

way applied to reconnection studies [e.g., Phan et al., 2013; Shay et al., 2014], where ∆�� is the181

difference between the outflow and inflow, and VA is based on the density and the reconnecting182

component of the magnetic field in the inflow region. We applied the same method for some183

current sheets, where the outflow Te is taken close to the X-line. The resulting heating rate varies184

over a larger range than those shown in Figure 4b, even for current sheets with simple structures,185

indicating more variability of heating in reconnection of such a turbulent environment. The186

complicated orientations and inhomogeneous inflow conditions lead to additional uncertainties187

when evaluating the heating rate. Therefore, we choose to use the presented method to avoid188

ambiguity, and the method is expected to be also applicable to 3D simulations and observations189

after minor modifications.190

191

A statistical study of Te evolution is performed using the superposed epoch analysis. We select192

59 well isolated reconnection current sheets like that shown in Figure 2 (a-e) and 43 clusters of193

reconnection current sheets like in Figure 2f, 102 in total. Each single or cluster of current sheets194

is considered as one event, and we require at least one X-line in the event lasts for longer than 1195



���
−1 . For each event, we analyze a region with a fixed area, typically including a couple of di196

away from the current sheets like those shown in Figure 2. In cases where the X-line has197

significant displacements over time, the region for the analysis moves to capture the current198

sheet, while the area remains fixed. Figure 4c shows the superposed epoch analysis of the199

average Te over the regions of each event. Each gray curve represents the time evolution of Te200

for individual events. Epoch t=0 is defined as the time where X-line first appears, which is201

typically at ���� = 16.0~17.0 . The red curve represents the median value of Te over different202

events at each time; blue curves represent the 25% and 75% quartiles. Some reconnection events203

may not last as long as 3 ���
−1 , and the statistics at each time is only for the available events. In204

addition, we select 17 non-reconnection current sheets, where the maximum |jz| is greater than 3205

times of standard deviation of |jz| in the entire simulation domain, but reconnection never occurs206

to form an X-line. The green curve shows the Te evolution of these non-reconnection events207

during ���� = 15.5~19.0. It is clear that Te of reconnection current sheets is greater than that of208

non-reconnection current sheets, and also increases over time. Figure 4d shows ∆��/����2 that209

represents the heating rate by reconnection current sheets. Considering the range of 25%-75%210

quartiles, it increases from ~8% around the reconnection onset to 20%-30% at 3 ���
−1, where both211

Te and ∆��/����2 start to approach to saturations. Te close to the X-line (Figure 4c) exhibits a212

significant jump as reconnection starts, and statistically remains at steady values in the later time213

that are greater than the average Te over a bigger region. The heating rate close to the X-line214

continues to increase from 10%-20% when reconnection starts to 25%-40% at 3 ���
−1. The clearer215

increase of the heating rate than Te in the later time indicates decrease of VA and thus the216

reduction of the electromagnetic energy for reconnection.217

218



The events included in the superposed epoch analysis cover about ¼ of the simulation domain.219

Later in time, the heated regions further spread as energized particles move around, and the220

entire simulation domain has a relatively smooth temperature of 0.1 mec2, well represented by the221

saturation level of reconnection current sheets (Figure 4c).222

223

4. Electron energization224

Knowing that reconnection indeed contributes significant electron heating in the foreshock wave225

environment, we next investigate the electron energization mechanisms. First we will analyze the226

electron energy equations to see that �� ∙ � measures the electron energization, and the electron227

energization is dominant by the electron thermal energy gain. By taking the second-order228

moments of the Vlasov equation, we can obtain the energy equation of electrons, which can be229

further decomposed into the flow energy equation:230

������,�
��

+ ∇ ∙ �� = �� ∙ � − �� ∙ (� ∙ ��) (1)231

and thermal energy equation [e.g., Lu et al., 2018; Lapenta et al., 2020]:232

���ℎ,�
��

+ ∇ ∙ �� + � ∙ �� = �� ∙ (� ∙ ��) (2)233

where �����,� =
1
2
������2 is the electron bulk flow energy density, �� =

1
2
������2�� is the bulk234

flow energy flux, �� =− ���� is the electron current density, ��ℎ,� =
3
2
���� is the thermal energy235

density, �� = �� ∙ �� + ��ℎ,��� is the enthalpy flux, and �� = �� � � − �� 2 � − �� �3�� is236

the heat flux. One way to understand equations (1) and (2) is to view the left-hand sides as the237

gain of flow or thermal energies, which includes both the temporal evolution of �����,� and ��ℎ,�238

in the specific region and the net energy flux across the region. It is a picture that typically239

applies to reconnection [e.g., Eastwood et al., 2013; Shay et al., 2014; Yamada et al., 2016;240



Wang et al., 2018] and shocks [e.g., Schwartz et al., 1987; Schwartz et al., 2022], and usually the241

explicit time dependence can be further neglected in these situations. �� ∙ � represents the energy242

conversion from electromagnetic fields to electrons, and �� ∙ (� ∙ ��) alters the partition between243

flow and thermal energies. From the electron momentum equation, the electric field can be244

expressed as:245

� =− �� × � − 1
���

� ∙ �� −
��
���

���
��

(3)246

For electrons, the inertial term (last term in eq.(3)) is usually negligible due to its small mass247

(confirmed with our simulation data), so the non-ideal electric field in the electron bulk frame248

�' = � + �� × � is dominated by − 1
���

� ∙ �� . The energy conversion satisfies �� ∙ � = �� ∙ �’,249

while �� ∙ � ∙ �� = �� ∙ ( −
1
���

� ∙ ��). Thus, the two terms on the right-hand side of the flow250

energy equation (1) almost cancel with each other, indicating that the electron energization is251

dominated by the thermal energy gain. In observations of reconnection in the shock transition252

region, despite that the electron outflow jet is usually the clearest feature, the thermal energy253

gain should be the dominant form based on the above theoretical derivations.254

255

More insights about the energization mechanisms can be obtained by decomposing �� ∙ �:256

�� ∙ � = ��|| ∙ �|| + ��⊥ ∙ �⊥ (3)257

When electrons are mostly magnetized and the guiding center approximation is valid, the258

electron perpendicular drift can be decomposed as [e.g., Parker et al., 1957; Li et al., 2015]259

��⊥ =− �� �×�
�2

+ ��||
�×�
��

+ ��⊥
��

� × �� − � × ��⊥�
�� ⊥

(4)260



representing the � × � drift, curvature drift, gradient-B drift, and magnetization drift,261

respectively, where the polarization drift has been neglected. Plugging it into equation (3), we262

get:263

�� ∙ � = ��|| ∙ �|| + ��||
(�×�)∙�

��
+ ��⊥

��
� × �� ∙ � − � × ��⊥�

�� ⊥
∙ � (5)264

The second term ��||
(�×�)∙�

��
represents Fermi acceleration. The third term ��⊥

��
� × �� ∙ �265

represents Betatron acceleration. The last term is for the magnetization current − � × ��⊥�
�� ⊥

266

that is associated with the collective gyro-motion in regions with inhomogeneous magnetic fields267

and pressure. The magnetization current can be further expressed as − ∇⊥��⊥×�
�2

− ��⊥
�×�
��

−268

��⊥
��

� × �� , where the first term is the diamagnetic current, the second term resembles the269

curvature drift by replacing ��|| with − ��⊥, and the third term cancels the gradient-B drift. Note270

that with some re-arrangements of the terms, we get ��⊥=−��
�×�
�2

− ∇⊥��⊥×�
�2

+ (��|| − ��⊥)
�×�
��

271

[e.g., Zelenyi et al., 2004; Hwang et al., 2021], so the net drifts that can contribute to �� ∙ � (i.e.,272

except for the � × � drift) are the diamagnetic drift and the curvature-related drift if an273

anisotropy exists, while the gradient-B drift of particles (i.e., Betatron mechanism) does not have274

a net contribution to the fluid. The way of decomposition in equation (4) is still valuable, since it275

distinguishes the drifts related to the guiding center motion (curvature, gradient-B drifts) and276

those related to gyrations around the magnetic field (magnetization drift). It also helps277

understand how representative particles with the thermal energy can be energized through the278

Fermi and Betatron mechanisms.279

280

The profiles of individual terms in equation (5) for the example single current sheet (Figure 2 top)281

when X-line first appears are shown in Figure 5 (top). Such decomposition is based on the282



guiding center approximation, so it only applies to regions where the local Κ = (��/��) > 1 ,283

where RC is the magnetic curvature radius, and rg is the electron thermal gyro-radius. At the284

shown time, the guide field for reconnection at the X-line is about 60% of the reconnecting285

magnetic field in the inflow region, and the entire presented region satisfies Κ > 1 . Strong ��|| ∙286

�|| shows up (Figure 5a), with predominantly positive values in the X-line vicinity and bipolar287

structures along the separatrices, which are consistent with electron holes and lead to segments288

of Te enhancements (Figure 2c, enhancements confirmed to be in the Te|| component). ��⊥ ∙ �⊥ is289

weaker than ��|| ∙ �|| at the X-line, but has strong enhancements in the reconnection exhaust only290

a few de downstream of the X-line. Decomposing ��⊥ ∙ �⊥ , the strongest enhancement is in the291

Fermi term in the reconnection exhaust, while some negative values appear; the Betatron term is292

much weaker, with some localized enhancements downstream of the region with strong Fermi293

contributions; the magnetization term has moderate enhancements throughout the region,294

including positive contributions around the X-line.295

296

To evaluate the net contributions of different mechanisms, we examine the integrated �� ∙ � over297

the region at different time steps. The total �� ∙ � (Figure 5f) is strongest at the start of298

reconnection (���� = 16.5) and decreases at later time. ��|| ∙ �|| dominates before and near the299

reconnection onset ( ���� = 16.0 − 16.5) , ��⊥ ∙ �⊥ peaks and dominates at ���� = 17.0 . The300

decomposition of ��⊥ ∙ �⊥ is shown in Figure 5g, where the ‘demagnetized’ term (cyan)301

represents ��⊥ ∙ �⊥ in regions with Κ < 1, and other terms are integrated over regions with Κ >302

1. The demagnetized term turns out to have a much smaller amplitude than other terms for all the303

events. The sum of four terms (green) overall agrees with ��⊥ ∙ �⊥ (blue in Figure 5f), and the304

difference is mainly attributed to numerical uncertainties, with minor contributions by the305



imperfect assumptions like gyrotropic pressure tensors. At the early time near the reconnection306

onset, the net Fermi contribution is negative, and the magnetization term contributes most307

positive values. Later the Fermi term becomes the dominant mechanism to contribute positive308

energization. The Betatron term contributes small positive values in most of the interval.309

310

A superposed epoch analysis is performed to examine the energization mechanisms for the 102311

events, and the trend is mostly consistent with the example shown in Figure 5. < �� ∙ � > shown312

in Figure 6a is the average value per unit area, so that results in different events can be compared.313

The following panels show the percentage of each term with respect to < �� ∙ � > . < �� ∙ � >314

tends to be the strongest near the start of the reconnection, and the values before t=0 is already315

comparable to those at t=0. Figure 6b-6e show the percentage contributions of different terms316

with respect to < �� ∙ � >. The contribution by E|| (Figure 6b) has a slight decreasing trend over317

time, where the median value is above 50% at the early time and below 50% later. For the318

decomposition of ��⊥ ∙ �⊥, at the later time, the relative importance is consistent with the laminar319

reconnection studies [e.g., Dahlin et al., 2014, 2015, 2016; Li et al., 2015, 2017]: the Fermi term320

(Figure 6c) dominates the positive contribution, and the Betatron term (Figure 6d) is negative.321

The features at the earlier time are different, where the Fermi term is negative, the median value322

of the Betatron term can be slightly positive before reconnection starts, and the magnetization323

term (Figure 6e) dominates the positive contribution. We may visualize that as the current sheet324

thins down and reconnection is initiated, it creates a highly inhomogeneous environment to325

weakly ‘demagnetize’ electrons, though the gradient scales are not large enough to fully326

demagnetize electrons and invalidate the guiding center approximation. The collective gyrations327



of particles contribute the net current and lead to energizations, manifested as the contribution by328

the magnetization term.329

330

We look into more details about how the Fermi term appears to be negative values.331

Mathematically, the Fermi term ��||
(�×�)∙�

��
can be re-arranged into ��||(��×� ∙ �). Therefore, in332

the reconnection exhaust where both the magnetic curvature and the � × � outflow velocity333

point away from the X-line in the reconnection (x-y) plane, the Fermi term is expected to be334

positive. However, in the ion diffusion region (or electron-only reconnection) where ions and335

electrons are decoupled, Hall fields develop, where electrons that are roughly frozen-in drag336

magnetic field lines toward the out-of-plane direction to form the quadrupolar Hall magnetic337

field [e.g., Mandt et al., 1994]. As illustrated in Figure 7a, the out-of-plane component of the338

magnetic curvature is opposite to the � × � drift, resulting in negative values of the Fermi term.339

Figure 7 shows the decomposition of the Fermi term for the example single reconnection current340

sheet, where Figures 7b-7e are for ���� = 16.5 when the net Fermi term is negative, and Figures341

7f-7i are for ���� = 17.0 when the net Fermi term is positive (Figure 5g). At ���� = 16.5 , the342

guide field Bz in the current layer is negative (Figure 7b). The Fermi term (Figure 7c) is343

decomposed into the in-plane Fermixy (Figure 7d) and out-of-plane Fermiz (Figure 7e)344

components (Fermi=Fermixy+Fermiz). Fermixy exhibits strong positive values in the exhaust as345

expected, and some negative values appear in the inflow region and some regions further away346

from the X-line. Fermiz is mostly negative, consistent with the Hall pattern. At ���� = 17.0, Bz347

becomes positive in the current sheet, and the quadrupolar Hall feature becomes clearer (Figure348

7f). The positive values in Fermixy (Figure 7g) extend to further distances from the X-line as the349



exhaust expands, while Fermiz (Figure 7h) exhibits strong negative values around the Bz reversal350

regions.351

352

The superposed epoch analysis of the Fermi term (per unit area) for all selected reconnection353

current sheets is presented in Figure 8. The net Fermi term has the median value changing from354

negative to positive values over time (Figure 8a). Fermixy is negative before reconnection starts355

and the median value crosses zero at t=0 (Figure 8b). Fermiz remains at negative values for356

longer time up to Δ����~1 (Figure 8c). It also reverses to positive values later, and the357

examinations of individual events reveal that the positive Fermiz is associated with complicated358

structures far away from the X-line, irrelevant to the Hall structures.359

360

The analysis suggests a process that around the onset of reconnection, Fermi contributes negative361

values associated with the electron dragging of field lines, which occurs in the out-of-plane362

directions due to the Hall effect, as well as in the in-plane components such as in the inflow363

region. As reconnection develops and the exhaust region expands, the aligned outflow and364

magnetic curvature in the reconnection plane dominates, leading to positive Fermi contributions.365

366

5. Discussions367

The investigations above have demonstrated the importance of magnetic reconnection on368

electron heating in the foreshock environment, and have revealed the bulk electron energization369

mechanisms. Through the analysis, we can try to build a picture of the evolution of electron370

energization. Figure 9 shows the correlation coefficient between filtered fields of the magnetic371

field strength (dB) and electron temperature (dTe) at different spatial scales. The results at ���� =372



17.0 are shown, when an increasing number of X-lines start to appear, and the features are373

consistent over a few ���
−1. At large scales of ��� ≲ 0.7, dB and dTe exhibit positive correlations374

with coefficients of ~0.4 (the coefficient at earlier time can be higher up to ~0.8), consistent with375

adiabatic heating where Te increases as the magnetic field compresses. At small scales of ��� ≳376

0.7, dB and dTe no longer have good positive correlations, and the coefficient is slightly negative.377

It reflects that in sub-ion scale structures, electrons tend to be heated in low-field regions such as378

the reconnection current sheets. Such a feature of electron heating at large and small scales379

summarizes a consistent picture with the examples we examined (e.g., Figure 2a-2c).380

381

Since we have found that the reconnection current sheets produce more electron heating than382

non-reconnection current sheets, what is the difference between the two? By examining383

individual cases, we found that a main difference seems to be the current sheet thickness. We384

selected 93 reconnection current sheets to calculate their smallest thicknesses, which include the385

single X-line events used in the above statistics and additional current sheets that are well386

isolated from others when their thicknesses reach the minimum. The thickness is determined as387

the full width half maximum of |jz| in the cut along N across the X-line. The thickness is plotted388

as a function of the maximum |jz| (jmax) in Figure 10, which lies in the range of 1~5 de for389

reconnection current sheets (black) with a median value of 2.4 de. The cyan dots show the390

thicknesses for 17 non-reconnection current sheets, which is overall greater than those of391

reconnection current sheets, with a median value of 4.3 de. Some non-reconnection current sheets392

have the thickness reaching the group of reconnection current sheets around 3 de; however, we393

find that they stay at such thin scales only briefly at one time step, while the reconnection current394

sheets hold the small thickness for longer time. The quantitative result demonstrates the395



difference in thickness between reconnection and non-reconnection current sheets. It suggests396

that driving the current sheet to a thin scale for sufficient time is a necessary condition for397

initiating reconnection, and it seems to be also a sufficient condition in the presented simulation.398

399

6. Conclusions400

We have investigated electron heating associated with magnetic reconnection in foreshock waves401

using a 2D PIC simulation that starts from the ion-ion beam instability. Reconnection develops402

as the ion-scale waveform distorts to form electron-scale current sheets. We obtain main403

conclusions regarding the electron heating and energization mechanisms:404

405

(1) Te is statistically higher close to the reconnection X-line than elsewhere, directly406

demonstrating the importance of reconnection in heating electrons in such an environment. The407

statistical analysis of the Te evolution in individual current sheets shows that Te in reconnection408

current sheets is greater than that in non-reconnection current sheets and increases over time for409

the time scale of a couple ���
−1 . Using Δ��/(�����2 ) to represent the heating rate, where the410

parameters are based on the values averaged over a few di that covers the whole current sheet, it411

is about 20%-30% at the near-saturation level. The heating rate at the X-line is 10%-20% at the412

start of reconnection and increases to 25%-40% at saturation.413

414

(2) The bulk electron energization by reconnection is analyzed by decomposing �� ∙ � with the415

guiding center approximation. E|| statistically contributes more than 50% of the energization416

around the onset of reconnection and drops to lower than 50% later, and it is in the form of both417

reconnection electric field near the X-line and intense bipolar electron holes that usually develop418



before reconnection starts. For �⊥ contributions, the energization at a couple ���
−1 after419

reconnection onset is dominant by the Fermi mechanism. At earlier time close to the420

reconnection onset, the perpendicular energization is dominant by the magnetization term421

associated with the gyro-motion in the inhomogeneous fields. Meanwhile, the Fermi term first422

has a net negative contribution and a positive contribution later. A primary contribution to the423

negative Fermi values is the Hall effect where electrons drag field lines in the out-of-plane424

direction to form the Hall magnetic field. As reconnection evolves and expands, the positive425

Fermi terms in the reconnection plane associated with the outflow gradually dominates over the426

negative Hall contribution.427

428

We note that although the electron energization is through �� ∙ � and the energization mostly429

goes to the thermal energy gain, the enhancements of �� ∙ � and Te are not correlated in the point-430

wise sense. The thermal energy gain consists of a more complicated definition of ���ℎ,�
��

+ ∇ ∙431

�� + � ∙ �� > 0 . In addition to the Te enhancement, the compression associated with n and Ve432

enhancements and the temporal variations (demonstrated to be non-negligible in Figure 4) can433

also contribute to balance �� ∙ � . That’s why we examine �� ∙ � and Te separately, and it is434

reasonable to see lack of simultaneous enhancements of the two during in situ observations.435

436

The characteristics of the reconnection current sheets in the simulation help us understand the437

features that may be difficult to interpret in observations. One interesting feature common to the438

current sheets in this simulation is that electrons exhibit shear flows along L, which originates439

from the flow along the ion-scale wave field and later evolves into part of the reconnection440

outflow jet (e.g., Figure 2e). The shear flow is sizable: for the reconnection current sheets we441



examine, the median value of shear flow amplitude at the minimum current sheet thickness is 5.5442

VA,asym. In addition, in such a turbulent environment, reconnection current sheets develop as443

clusters. The outflow regions of some current sheets can be the inflow regions of others, and444

particles can get continuous energization by moving through multiple reconnection sites. It leads445

to complicated current sheet structures and complicated profiles of quantities like Ve and Te,446

which cannot be understood as the result of a single reconnection event. At least based on the447

result of the presented simulation, reconnection is likely to occur once the current sheet can be448

driven to small thicknesses. It reminds us that when analyzing observation data, current sheets449

that have structures inconsistent with the most standard reconnection may still be reconnecting or450

will reconnect later, and the interactions between multiple current sheets likely affect the451

structures. The heating and energization in reconnection in the shock transition region like the452

foreshock waves need further investigations in observations, which can be compared with the453

simulation results and will probably reveal more interesting facts beyond those in 2D simulations.454
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585

Figure 1. Overview of the simulation. (a) By. The vertical stripes are the wave fields from the586

ion-ion instability, which have been distorted to form current sheets. (b) Te, which tend to exhibit587

enhancements in current sheets with sharp bending of field lines (overplotted black curves). The588

‘X’ symbols mark the X-line locations.589

590



591

Figure 2. Example reconnection current sheets. (a)-(e) Evolution of an isolated current sheet592
with the time labelled on top of the panels. (a) Magnetic field amplitude |B|, (b)-(c) Te showing593
enhancements in the reconnection current sheet. (d)-(e) Electron velocity along L (VeL) showing594
a shear flow that evolves into reconnection outflow jets. The magenta and white arrows indicate595
the L and N directions, respectively. (f) Te in an example cluster of multiple X-lines. Arrows596
indicate the inflow and outflow directions of each X-line. It shows the interaction between597
different reconnection sites.598

599



600

Figure 3. The probability distribution function of Te at ���� = 18.0 with a maximum number of601
X-lines. Black dots are for all grids in the simulation. Red dots are for grids in 2 de × 2 de602
surrounding X-lines, where the distribution shifts to higher Te. Cyan dots are for grids603
surrounding O-lines, where the distribution also shifts to higher Te compared to the black604
distribution but not as much as the red distribution near X-lines.605

606



607
Figure 4. Te evolution in reconnection current sheets. (a)-(b) Te evolution over time in the608
example single current sheet shown in Figure 2 (top). The blue curves represent the average Te609
over 5 di × 10 di that covers the whole current sheet, and orange curves represent the average Te610
over 2 de × 2 de surrounding X-lines. (a) Te in unit of mec2; (b) heating rate Δ��/(����2), where611
Δ�� is the average Te subtracted by the initial Te=0.05 mec2, and VA is based on the average n612
and |B| over the 5 di × 10 di region. (c)-(f) Superposed epoch analysis of Te for 102 events of613
single or clusters of reconnection current sheets. Epoch t=0 is when the X-line first appears. Gray:614
curves for individual events; red: median values; blue: 25% and 75% quantiles. (c) average Te615
over the di-scale region covering the current sheets, and the corresponding heating rate is in (d);616
(e) average Te over 2 de × 2 de surrounding X-lines, and the corresponding heating rate is in (f).617
The green curve in (c)-(d) are the median values for 17 non-reconnection current sheets. The618
result shows clear electron heating in reconnection current sheets that increases over time, and619
the heating rate is 10%~40%.620

621



622

Figure 5. Electron energization represented by �� ∙ � decomposition for the example single623
current sheet in Figure 2 (top). (a)-(e) Profiles of decomposed terms at the time when the X-line624
first appears. (f) The integrated �� ∙ � over the shown region at different time steps, and the625
decomposition into the parallel and perpendicular components. (g) Decomposition of ��⊥ ∙ �⊥ ,626
where ‘demagnetized’ represents ��⊥ ∙ �⊥ in regions with Κ < 1 , and other terms are calculated627
over regions with Κ > 1; ‘sum’ is the summation of the other four terms.628

629



630

Figure 6. Superposed epoch analysis of �� ∙ � and its decompositions. The formats are the same631
with those in Figure 4. (a) Average �� ∙ � per unit area. (b)-(e) the ratio between each term and632
total �� ∙ �. At the early time, E|| slightly dominates the energization, and the magnetization term633
dominates the perpendicular energization. The Fermi term exhibits a reversal from negative to634
positive values and becomes dominant at a couple ���

−1 after reconnection starts.635

636



637

Figure 7. Decomposition of the Fermi term for the example single current sheet. (a) An638
illustration showing that the flow and curvature are along the same direction for the outflow in639
the reconnection plane (red), contributing positive Fermi values; the two have opposite signs in640
the out-of-plane direction due to the Hall effect, which lead to negative values. (b)-(e) are for641
���� = 16.5 when reconnection starts and the net Fermi contribution is negative. (f)-(i) is for642
���� = 17.0 with a net positive Fermi contribution. The four panels at each time show Bz, total643
Fermi term, in-plane Fermi term (Fermixy) and the out-of-plane Fermi term (Fermiz). Overall it644
shows the competition between the positive in-plane contribution and the negative out-of-plane645
contribution.646

647



648

Figure 8. Superposed epoch analysis for Fermi decompositions. The formats are the same with649
Figure 4. (a) The total Fermi term, (b) in-plane Fermi term (Fermixy), (c) out-of-plane Fermi term650
(Fermiz). Fermixy is mainly positive, consistent with the reconnection outflow feature, while at651
the early time before reconnection starts, it can has negative values. Fermiz stays at negative652
values for longer time than Fermiz, associated with the Hall effect, and it can become positive653
later as the reconnection structure becomes more complicated.654

655



656

Figure 9. The correlation coefficient between |B| and Te filtered at different spatial scales. The657
two quantities exhibit positive correlations at kdi≲ 0.7, consistent with the adiabatic heating.658
Weak negative correlations exist at kdi ≳ 0.7, associated with heating contributions by low659
magnetic field structures like reconnection current sheets.660

661



662

Figure 10. Statistics of the current sheet thickness, represented by the full width at half663
maximum of |jz| in a cut along N across the X-line, as a function of the maximum current density.664
Reconnection current sheets (black) tend to have smaller thicknesses than non-reconnection665
current sheets (cyan).666
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Key points8

 Statistically electrons are heated in reconnection with the temperature increase at 10%~40%9

of the available magnetic energy for reconnection10

 The electron bulk energization is dominant by E|| around reconnection onset, and is later11

dominant by Fermi acceleration12

 Driving the current sheet to the de-scale thickness is critical for initiating reconnection, and13

interactions of multiple reconnection sites lead to complicated structures14



Abstract15

Magnetic reconnection occurs in turbulent plasmas like shock transition regions, while its exact16

role in energy dissipation therein is not yet clear. We perform a 2D particle-in-cell simulation for17

foreshock waves and study electron heating associated with reconnection. The probability18

distribution of Te exhibits a shift to higher values near reconnection X-lines compared to19

elsewhere. By examining the Te evolution using the superposed epoch analysis, we find that Te is20

higher in reconnection than in non-reconnecting current sheets, and Te increases over the ion21

cyclotron time scale. The heating rate of Te is 10%-40% miVA2, where VA is the average ion22

Alfvén speed in reconnection regions, which demonstrates the importance of reconnection in23

heating electrons. We further investigate the bulk electron energization mechanisms by24

decomposing �� ∙ � under guiding center approximations. Around the reconnection onset, E||25

dominates the total energization partly contributed by electron holes, and the perpendicular26

energization is dominant by the magnetization term associated with the gyro-motion in the27

inhomogeneous fields. The Fermi mechanism contributes negative energization at early time28

mainly due to the Hall effect, and later the outflow in the reconnection plane contributes more29

dominant positive values. After a couple of ion cyclotron periods from reconnection onset, the30

Fermi mechanism dominates the energization. A critical factor for initiating reconnection is to31

drive current sheets to the de-scale thickness. The reconnection structures can be complicated due32

to flows originated from the ion-scale waves, and interactions between multiple reconnection33

sites. These features may assist future analysis of observation data.34



1. Introduction35

Magnetic reconnection is a ubiquitous plasma process that converts energies from36

electromagnetic fields to particles. Commonly happening in the turbulent environment, such as37

the Earth’s magnetosheath [e.g., Voros et al., 2017; Phan et al., 2018; Starwarz et al., 2022;38

Wilder et al., 2022] and the shock transition region [e.g., Gingell et al., 2019, 2020; Wang et al.,39

2019, 2020; Liu et al., 2020], reconnection can potentially contribute to the energy dissipation40

therein. In observations, the clearest reconnection signature is the outflow jet for electrons [e.g.,41

Phan et al., 2018], sometimes for ions [e.g., Wang et al., 2019], and the inflow and outflow of the42

magnetic flux [e.g., Qi et al., 2022]. The outflow is also the primary criterion for identifying43

reconnection events. The effect on electron heating is less clear. Some individual events exhibit44

Te enhancements in the reconnection current sheets [e.g., Gingell et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019;45

Liu et al., 2020], and some do not [e.g., Phan et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2020]. A statistical46

examination [Gingell et al., 2020] shows that the electron heating rate ( ∆��/����2 , i.e., the47

temperature increase from inflow to outflow regions of reconnection with respect to the inflow48

magnetic energy) can be either positive or negative. The width of the heating rate distribution is49

much greater than that in typical magnetopause reconnection of 1.7% [Phan et al., 2013], and can50

exceed 100% in some cases. As discussed in Gingell et al. [2020], electron heating may also51

occur outside of the reconnection current sheets in the shock transition region, which complicates52

the observation features. Recent simulation studies have shown that reconnection in turbulence53

contributes to electron heating: Shay et al. [2018] found that the scaling of ion and electron54

heating in single reconnection events is applicable to turbulence, while the number of55

reconnecting X-lines is important in determining the actual heating amount; Bandyopadhyay et56

al. [2021] demonstrated electron heating in individual reconnection X-line regions diagnosed57



with the pressure work. Here we use a simulation to study electron heating in reconnection in the58

shock transition region, aiming to find out explicitly whether reconnection is important for59

heating electrons in such an environment, to understand the electron energization mechanisms in60

the framework of guiding center motion, and to advance the understanding of structures and61

evolution of reconnection in the shock turbulence.62

63

For reconnection in the shock transition region, one pathway of generating reconnection current64

sheets is through the evolution of foreshock waves, as demonstrated by particle-in-cell (PIC)65

simulations [Bessho et al., 2020] and inferred from observations [Wang et al., 2020]. In the66

transition region of quasi-parallel shocks, the presence of counter-streaming ions between the67

incoming solar wind and the backstreaming population can initiate ion-ion beam instability and68

generate ULF waves with a wavelength of a few to tens of ion inertia lengths (di) [e.g., Eastwood69

et al., 2005; Wilson III, 2016]. The ULF wave grows into large amplitudes, sometimes70

generating non-linear structures like Short Large-Amplitude Magnetic Structures (SLAMS) [e.g.,71

Schwartz et al., 1992; Wang et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2021]. The waveform in the ion-scale72

waves gradually distorts, and secondary instabilities may also be excited, which both lead to thin73

current sheets that eventually reconnect [Bessho et al., 2020]. In this study, we extract the74

foreshock environment in the shock to simulate the ion-ion instability and the processes that75

follow.76

77

2. Simulation78

We perform a 2D PIC simulation in the x-y plane using the VPIC code [Bowers, 2008]. The79

simulation starts from a homogeneous magnetic field B0 along x. A solar wind ion population80



moves with a bulk Vx<0, a backstreaming ion population moves with Vx>0, and electrons are at81

rest. The density ratio between backstreaming ions and electrons is nb/n0=0.2, the relative drift82

between two ion populations is dV=15 VA0, where VA0 is the ion Alfvén speed based on B0 and83

n0. The solar wind ion � is 1.0, the temperature ratio between backstreaming ions and solar wind84

ions is Tb/TSW=25, and the temperature ratio between electrons and solar wind ions is Te/TSW=2.85

The simulation uses periodic boundary conditions along both directions. The system size is86

Lx×Ly=240 di × 120 di, the grid size in each dimension is 0.19 de, the mass ratio is mi/me=100,87

and the electron plasma to cyclotron frequency ratio is ���/��� = 5. Unless otherwise noted, the88

magnetic and electric field are in units of B0, density is in n0, velocity is in speed of light (c), and89

temperature is in mec2.90

91

Under the simulated initial conditions, where nb/n0 and dV are the most critical parameters, the92

linear instability analysis predicts the excitation of the non-resonant mode ion-ion beam93

instability [e.g., Akimoto et al., 1993] (not shown). The corresponding ULF wave propagates94

toward -x with a right-hand polarization. The wave does not resonate with backstreaming ions95

(the reason for the name of ‘non-resonant’ mode) but cyclotron resonates with solar wind ions.96

Such simulation setups for 1D runs in the same parameter regime have been used to successfully97

produce the non-resonant ULF wave and the associated nonlinear solitary structures [Chen et al.,98

2021; Chen et al., 2022]. Here the simulation is extended to 2D, and it still leads to the non-99

resonant mode wave in the linear stage as predicted. The simulation represents the foreshock100

wave environment, and we will investigate its evolution, particularly about electron heating in101

reconnection born out of the foreshock waves.102

103



3. Electron heating in reconnection current sheets104

The simulation develops the non-resonant mode ion-ion instability. The corresponding wave has105

a wavelength of 6.7 di, propagating toward -x with a speed of 2.2 VA0 with a right-hand106

polarization, and the frequency is � = 2.0��� . At ���� = 17.0 , the wave magnetic field �� =107

��2 + ��2 grows to the largest spatially averaged value of 2.2 B0, with a local maximum108

amplitude of 7.3 B0. The By field is shown in Figure 1a. The By stripes are mainly along y and109

have been broken into segments of current sheets. The overplotted magnetic field lines in the x-y110

plane (black curves) show the formation of islands that indicate reconnection, and the ‘x’111

symbols mark the X-point locations determined by the saddle points of the vector potential Az112

with optimal data smoothing [Haggerty et al., 2017]. Te exhibits enhancements that tend to be113

associated with current sheets (Figure 1b).114

115

We examined the evolution of individual reconnection current sheets. An example is shown in116

Figure 2 (a-e). Around ���� = 16.0 , magnetic fields in the shown region of a few di are117

compressed to a strength of ~5 B0 (Figure 2a), which can be considered as a SLAMS. The118

compressed region is associated with electron heating (Figure 2b). The current sheet in the center119

is further compressed to the electron scale and reconnection occurs at ���� = 16.5 (Figure 2c),120

where Te is more significantly enhanced. The current sheet thickness when X-line first appears at121

���� = 16.5 is 1.6 de, based on the full width at half maximum of jM along N across the X-line122

(not shown). The LMN coordinate system is determined and illustrated on VeL profiles (Figures123

2d-2e): M=z is along the out-of-plane current direction; L is along the maximum variance124

direction of the x-y plane magnetic fields in a region of 2 di×2 di surrounding the X-line, and N125

finishes the right-handed L-M-N coordinate. VeL exhibits a field-aligned shear flow on two sides126



of the current sheets. The flow shear develops before reconnection starts. It is originally the flow127

along the ion-scale wave magnetic fields as the wave grows to large amplitudes, and becomes the128

shear flow as field lines bend to form the current sheet. The shear flow gradually evolves into129

part of the reconnection outflow jet (Figure 2e). At ���� = 16.5 , the shear flow is 6.3 VA,asym,130

where ��,���� = ��1��2 ��1 + ��2
�� �1 ��2 +�2 ��1

is the inflow ion Alfvén speed for asymmetric131

reconnection, and parameters for calculating the shear flow and VA,asym are taken at inflow132

regions where |jM| drops to 1/10 of its maximum. Ions are demagnetized and ViL also exhibits133

diverging outflows but with a much smaller amplitude than VeL (not shown), indicating that ions134

are involved in reconnection, but the region is not large enough to fully develop magnetized ion135

outflow jets. The shear flow is much greater than the critical value of ~2VA,asym (for weak136

asymmetry as in this current sheet) that was predicted to suppress reconnection [Doss et al.,137

2015]. We suspect that the incomplete coupling of ions may play a role in allowing for138

reconnection to happen, since the electron mass or something between ion and electron masses139

may be more appropriate to characterize the Alfvén speed that sets the shear flow threshold; the140

strong driving condition in the turbulence may also be helpful for sustaining reconnection. It141

requires future work to better understand whether and how shear flow effects on reconnection142

vary under these circumstances.143

144

The turbulent environment generates many reconnection current sheets, and some can be close to145

and affected by each other. Figure 2f shows an example cluster of current sheets with multiple146

X-lines. Arrows indicate the inflow and outflow directions at each reconnection site, based on147

the consistent indicators of the direction of Ez, evolution of the Az contours, and the direction of148

electron outflow jets. The islands generated by X-lines No. 1 and No. 2 connect to the inflow149



region of X-line No. 3, so the reconnection jets around these islands can help drive the inflow of150

reconnection No. 3. X-line No. 4 is in the exhaust of reconnection No. 3. A band of Te151

enhancement spans from X-line No. 3 to the inflow region of reconnection No. 4, indicating the152

flow of energized particles between reconnection sites, and these particles can thus be energized153

by multiple reconnection sites. The source of energized particles from reconnection No. 3 also154

leads to a complicated Te profile. Along the trajectory marked by the magenta line in Figure 2f,155

the enhanced Te band from the different X-line leads to asymmetric inflow Te conditions for156

reconnection site No. 4, and Te in the exhaust is lower than Te in the inflow. Such an observation157

feature might be mis-interpreted as low/negative heating rate by reconnection, but the high158

inflow Te is actually due to other mechanisms rather than the observed reconnection current sheet.159

160

The importance of reconnection in the statistical sense is evaluated by plotting the probability161

distribution function (pdf) of Te (Figure 3). The plot is for ���� = 18.0, where the number of X-162

lines reaches the maximum of 328, while the features are persistent for all time steps with X-163

lines. Compared to the pdf of all cells (black), the pdf of Te for cells at 2 de × 2 de surrounding164

X-lines (red) is clearly shifted to higher Te values. The pdf of Te surrounding O-lines (defined by165

extrema of Az) also exhibits a shift of the peak to higher Te values than pdf of all cells, but the166

shift is smaller than that for X-lines; it has a positive skewness with higher pdf than that for all167

cells at high Te. The result indicates the statistical importance of electron heating by reconnection.168

169

The Te evolution of reconnection current sheets is further examined to extract more quantitative170

results. For the single current sheet in Figure 2 (a-e), we analyze the fixed region shown in the171

plot with a size of 5 di × 10 di. The average Te over the fixed region at each time step increases172



over time (Figure 4a, blue), and the heating rate ∆��/����2 increases from 7% at ���� = 16.0 to173

21% at ���� = 19.5 (X-line first appears at ���� = 16.5). Here ∆�� is the difference between the174

spatially averaged Te and the simulation initial Te0=0.05 (close to the value of the minimum Te in175

the region), and VA is the ion Alfvén speed based on the average ne and |B| over the region at the176

instant time. Te close to the X-line (averaged over 2 de × 2 de) is separately examined (Figure 4a,177

orange), which is usually greater than the ion-scale averaged Te, while it occasionally may178

exhibit a decrease over time. The rate ∆��/����2 close to the X-line is up to 30% (Figure 4b,179

orange). We note that the calculation of the heating rate has some differences from the typical180

way applied to reconnection studies [e.g., Phan et al., 2013; Shay et al., 2014], where ∆�� is the181

difference between the outflow and inflow, and VA is based on the density and the reconnecting182

component of the magnetic field in the inflow region. We applied the same method for some183

current sheets, where the outflow Te is taken close to the X-line. The resulting heating rate varies184

over a larger range than those shown in Figure 4b, even for current sheets with simple structures,185

indicating more variability of heating in reconnection of such a turbulent environment. The186

complicated orientations and inhomogeneous inflow conditions lead to additional uncertainties187

when evaluating the heating rate. Therefore, we choose to use the presented method to avoid188

ambiguity, and the method is expected to be also applicable to 3D simulations and observations189

after minor modifications.190

191

A statistical study of Te evolution is performed using the superposed epoch analysis. We select192

59 well isolated reconnection current sheets like that shown in Figure 2 (a-e) and 43 clusters of193

reconnection current sheets like in Figure 2f, 102 in total. Each single or cluster of current sheets194

is considered as one event, and we require at least one X-line in the event lasts for longer than 1195



���
−1 . For each event, we analyze a region with a fixed area, typically including a couple of di196

away from the current sheets like those shown in Figure 2. In cases where the X-line has197

significant displacements over time, the region for the analysis moves to capture the current198

sheet, while the area remains fixed. Figure 4c shows the superposed epoch analysis of the199

average Te over the regions of each event. Each gray curve represents the time evolution of Te200

for individual events. Epoch t=0 is defined as the time where X-line first appears, which is201

typically at ���� = 16.0~17.0 . The red curve represents the median value of Te over different202

events at each time; blue curves represent the 25% and 75% quartiles. Some reconnection events203

may not last as long as 3 ���
−1 , and the statistics at each time is only for the available events. In204

addition, we select 17 non-reconnection current sheets, where the maximum |jz| is greater than 3205

times of standard deviation of |jz| in the entire simulation domain, but reconnection never occurs206

to form an X-line. The green curve shows the Te evolution of these non-reconnection events207

during ���� = 15.5~19.0. It is clear that Te of reconnection current sheets is greater than that of208

non-reconnection current sheets, and also increases over time. Figure 4d shows ∆��/����2 that209

represents the heating rate by reconnection current sheets. Considering the range of 25%-75%210

quartiles, it increases from ~8% around the reconnection onset to 20%-30% at 3 ���
−1, where both211

Te and ∆��/����2 start to approach to saturations. Te close to the X-line (Figure 4c) exhibits a212

significant jump as reconnection starts, and statistically remains at steady values in the later time213

that are greater than the average Te over a bigger region. The heating rate close to the X-line214

continues to increase from 10%-20% when reconnection starts to 25%-40% at 3 ���
−1. The clearer215

increase of the heating rate than Te in the later time indicates decrease of VA and thus the216

reduction of the electromagnetic energy for reconnection.217

218



The events included in the superposed epoch analysis cover about ¼ of the simulation domain.219

Later in time, the heated regions further spread as energized particles move around, and the220

entire simulation domain has a relatively smooth temperature of 0.1 mec2, well represented by the221

saturation level of reconnection current sheets (Figure 4c).222

223

4. Electron energization224

Knowing that reconnection indeed contributes significant electron heating in the foreshock wave225

environment, we next investigate the electron energization mechanisms. First we will analyze the226

electron energy equations to see that �� ∙ � measures the electron energization, and the electron227

energization is dominant by the electron thermal energy gain. By taking the second-order228

moments of the Vlasov equation, we can obtain the energy equation of electrons, which can be229

further decomposed into the flow energy equation:230

������,�
��

+ ∇ ∙ �� = �� ∙ � − �� ∙ (� ∙ ��) (1)231

and thermal energy equation [e.g., Lu et al., 2018; Lapenta et al., 2020]:232

���ℎ,�
��

+ ∇ ∙ �� + � ∙ �� = �� ∙ (� ∙ ��) (2)233

where �����,� =
1
2
������2 is the electron bulk flow energy density, �� =

1
2
������2�� is the bulk234

flow energy flux, �� =− ���� is the electron current density, ��ℎ,� =
3
2
���� is the thermal energy235

density, �� = �� ∙ �� + ��ℎ,��� is the enthalpy flux, and �� = �� � � − �� 2 � − �� �3�� is236

the heat flux. One way to understand equations (1) and (2) is to view the left-hand sides as the237

gain of flow or thermal energies, which includes both the temporal evolution of �����,� and ��ℎ,�238

in the specific region and the net energy flux across the region. It is a picture that typically239

applies to reconnection [e.g., Eastwood et al., 2013; Shay et al., 2014; Yamada et al., 2016;240



Wang et al., 2018] and shocks [e.g., Schwartz et al., 1987; Schwartz et al., 2022], and usually the241

explicit time dependence can be further neglected in these situations. �� ∙ � represents the energy242

conversion from electromagnetic fields to electrons, and �� ∙ (� ∙ ��) alters the partition between243

flow and thermal energies. From the electron momentum equation, the electric field can be244

expressed as:245

� =− �� × � − 1
���

� ∙ �� −
��
���

���
��

(3)246

For electrons, the inertial term (last term in eq.(3)) is usually negligible due to its small mass247

(confirmed with our simulation data), so the non-ideal electric field in the electron bulk frame248

�' = � + �� × � is dominated by − 1
���

� ∙ �� . The energy conversion satisfies �� ∙ � = �� ∙ �’,249

while �� ∙ � ∙ �� = �� ∙ ( −
1
���

� ∙ ��). Thus, the two terms on the right-hand side of the flow250

energy equation (1) almost cancel with each other, indicating that the electron energization is251

dominated by the thermal energy gain. In observations of reconnection in the shock transition252

region, despite that the electron outflow jet is usually the clearest feature, the thermal energy253

gain should be the dominant form based on the above theoretical derivations.254

255

More insights about the energization mechanisms can be obtained by decomposing �� ∙ �:256

�� ∙ � = ��|| ∙ �|| + ��⊥ ∙ �⊥ (3)257

When electrons are mostly magnetized and the guiding center approximation is valid, the258

electron perpendicular drift can be decomposed as [e.g., Parker et al., 1957; Li et al., 2015]259

��⊥ =− �� �×�
�2

+ ��||
�×�
��

+ ��⊥
��

� × �� − � × ��⊥�
�� ⊥

(4)260



representing the � × � drift, curvature drift, gradient-B drift, and magnetization drift,261

respectively, where the polarization drift has been neglected. Plugging it into equation (3), we262

get:263

�� ∙ � = ��|| ∙ �|| + ��||
(�×�)∙�

��
+ ��⊥

��
� × �� ∙ � − � × ��⊥�

�� ⊥
∙ � (5)264

The second term ��||
(�×�)∙�

��
represents Fermi acceleration. The third term ��⊥

��
� × �� ∙ �265

represents Betatron acceleration. The last term is for the magnetization current − � × ��⊥�
�� ⊥

266

that is associated with the collective gyro-motion in regions with inhomogeneous magnetic fields267

and pressure. The magnetization current can be further expressed as − ∇⊥��⊥×�
�2

− ��⊥
�×�
��

−268

��⊥
��

� × �� , where the first term is the diamagnetic current, the second term resembles the269

curvature drift by replacing ��|| with − ��⊥, and the third term cancels the gradient-B drift. Note270

that with some re-arrangements of the terms, we get ��⊥=−��
�×�
�2

− ∇⊥��⊥×�
�2

+ (��|| − ��⊥)
�×�
��

271

[e.g., Zelenyi et al., 2004; Hwang et al., 2021], so the net drifts that can contribute to �� ∙ � (i.e.,272

except for the � × � drift) are the diamagnetic drift and the curvature-related drift if an273

anisotropy exists, while the gradient-B drift of particles (i.e., Betatron mechanism) does not have274

a net contribution to the fluid. The way of decomposition in equation (4) is still valuable, since it275

distinguishes the drifts related to the guiding center motion (curvature, gradient-B drifts) and276

those related to gyrations around the magnetic field (magnetization drift). It also helps277

understand how representative particles with the thermal energy can be energized through the278

Fermi and Betatron mechanisms.279

280

The profiles of individual terms in equation (5) for the example single current sheet (Figure 2 top)281

when X-line first appears are shown in Figure 5 (top). Such decomposition is based on the282



guiding center approximation, so it only applies to regions where the local Κ = (��/��) > 1 ,283

where RC is the magnetic curvature radius, and rg is the electron thermal gyro-radius. At the284

shown time, the guide field for reconnection at the X-line is about 60% of the reconnecting285

magnetic field in the inflow region, and the entire presented region satisfies Κ > 1 . Strong ��|| ∙286

�|| shows up (Figure 5a), with predominantly positive values in the X-line vicinity and bipolar287

structures along the separatrices, which are consistent with electron holes and lead to segments288

of Te enhancements (Figure 2c, enhancements confirmed to be in the Te|| component). ��⊥ ∙ �⊥ is289

weaker than ��|| ∙ �|| at the X-line, but has strong enhancements in the reconnection exhaust only290

a few de downstream of the X-line. Decomposing ��⊥ ∙ �⊥ , the strongest enhancement is in the291

Fermi term in the reconnection exhaust, while some negative values appear; the Betatron term is292

much weaker, with some localized enhancements downstream of the region with strong Fermi293

contributions; the magnetization term has moderate enhancements throughout the region,294

including positive contributions around the X-line.295

296

To evaluate the net contributions of different mechanisms, we examine the integrated �� ∙ � over297

the region at different time steps. The total �� ∙ � (Figure 5f) is strongest at the start of298

reconnection (���� = 16.5) and decreases at later time. ��|| ∙ �|| dominates before and near the299

reconnection onset ( ���� = 16.0 − 16.5) , ��⊥ ∙ �⊥ peaks and dominates at ���� = 17.0 . The300

decomposition of ��⊥ ∙ �⊥ is shown in Figure 5g, where the ‘demagnetized’ term (cyan)301

represents ��⊥ ∙ �⊥ in regions with Κ < 1, and other terms are integrated over regions with Κ >302

1. The demagnetized term turns out to have a much smaller amplitude than other terms for all the303

events. The sum of four terms (green) overall agrees with ��⊥ ∙ �⊥ (blue in Figure 5f), and the304

difference is mainly attributed to numerical uncertainties, with minor contributions by the305



imperfect assumptions like gyrotropic pressure tensors. At the early time near the reconnection306

onset, the net Fermi contribution is negative, and the magnetization term contributes most307

positive values. Later the Fermi term becomes the dominant mechanism to contribute positive308

energization. The Betatron term contributes small positive values in most of the interval.309

310

A superposed epoch analysis is performed to examine the energization mechanisms for the 102311

events, and the trend is mostly consistent with the example shown in Figure 5. < �� ∙ � > shown312

in Figure 6a is the average value per unit area, so that results in different events can be compared.313

The following panels show the percentage of each term with respect to < �� ∙ � > . < �� ∙ � >314

tends to be the strongest near the start of the reconnection, and the values before t=0 is already315

comparable to those at t=0. Figure 6b-6e show the percentage contributions of different terms316

with respect to < �� ∙ � >. The contribution by E|| (Figure 6b) has a slight decreasing trend over317

time, where the median value is above 50% at the early time and below 50% later. For the318

decomposition of ��⊥ ∙ �⊥, at the later time, the relative importance is consistent with the laminar319

reconnection studies [e.g., Dahlin et al., 2014, 2015, 2016; Li et al., 2015, 2017]: the Fermi term320

(Figure 6c) dominates the positive contribution, and the Betatron term (Figure 6d) is negative.321

The features at the earlier time are different, where the Fermi term is negative, the median value322

of the Betatron term can be slightly positive before reconnection starts, and the magnetization323

term (Figure 6e) dominates the positive contribution. We may visualize that as the current sheet324

thins down and reconnection is initiated, it creates a highly inhomogeneous environment to325

weakly ‘demagnetize’ electrons, though the gradient scales are not large enough to fully326

demagnetize electrons and invalidate the guiding center approximation. The collective gyrations327



of particles contribute the net current and lead to energizations, manifested as the contribution by328

the magnetization term.329

330

We look into more details about how the Fermi term appears to be negative values.331

Mathematically, the Fermi term ��||
(�×�)∙�

��
can be re-arranged into ��||(��×� ∙ �). Therefore, in332

the reconnection exhaust where both the magnetic curvature and the � × � outflow velocity333

point away from the X-line in the reconnection (x-y) plane, the Fermi term is expected to be334

positive. However, in the ion diffusion region (or electron-only reconnection) where ions and335

electrons are decoupled, Hall fields develop, where electrons that are roughly frozen-in drag336

magnetic field lines toward the out-of-plane direction to form the quadrupolar Hall magnetic337

field [e.g., Mandt et al., 1994]. As illustrated in Figure 7a, the out-of-plane component of the338

magnetic curvature is opposite to the � × � drift, resulting in negative values of the Fermi term.339

Figure 7 shows the decomposition of the Fermi term for the example single reconnection current340

sheet, where Figures 7b-7e are for ���� = 16.5 when the net Fermi term is negative, and Figures341

7f-7i are for ���� = 17.0 when the net Fermi term is positive (Figure 5g). At ���� = 16.5 , the342

guide field Bz in the current layer is negative (Figure 7b). The Fermi term (Figure 7c) is343

decomposed into the in-plane Fermixy (Figure 7d) and out-of-plane Fermiz (Figure 7e)344

components (Fermi=Fermixy+Fermiz). Fermixy exhibits strong positive values in the exhaust as345

expected, and some negative values appear in the inflow region and some regions further away346

from the X-line. Fermiz is mostly negative, consistent with the Hall pattern. At ���� = 17.0, Bz347

becomes positive in the current sheet, and the quadrupolar Hall feature becomes clearer (Figure348

7f). The positive values in Fermixy (Figure 7g) extend to further distances from the X-line as the349



exhaust expands, while Fermiz (Figure 7h) exhibits strong negative values around the Bz reversal350

regions.351

352

The superposed epoch analysis of the Fermi term (per unit area) for all selected reconnection353

current sheets is presented in Figure 8. The net Fermi term has the median value changing from354

negative to positive values over time (Figure 8a). Fermixy is negative before reconnection starts355

and the median value crosses zero at t=0 (Figure 8b). Fermiz remains at negative values for356

longer time up to Δ����~1 (Figure 8c). It also reverses to positive values later, and the357

examinations of individual events reveal that the positive Fermiz is associated with complicated358

structures far away from the X-line, irrelevant to the Hall structures.359

360

The analysis suggests a process that around the onset of reconnection, Fermi contributes negative361

values associated with the electron dragging of field lines, which occurs in the out-of-plane362

directions due to the Hall effect, as well as in the in-plane components such as in the inflow363

region. As reconnection develops and the exhaust region expands, the aligned outflow and364

magnetic curvature in the reconnection plane dominates, leading to positive Fermi contributions.365

366

5. Discussions367

The investigations above have demonstrated the importance of magnetic reconnection on368

electron heating in the foreshock environment, and have revealed the bulk electron energization369

mechanisms. Through the analysis, we can try to build a picture of the evolution of electron370

energization. Figure 9 shows the correlation coefficient between filtered fields of the magnetic371

field strength (dB) and electron temperature (dTe) at different spatial scales. The results at ���� =372



17.0 are shown, when an increasing number of X-lines start to appear, and the features are373

consistent over a few ���
−1. At large scales of ��� ≲ 0.7, dB and dTe exhibit positive correlations374

with coefficients of ~0.4 (the coefficient at earlier time can be higher up to ~0.8), consistent with375

adiabatic heating where Te increases as the magnetic field compresses. At small scales of ��� ≳376

0.7, dB and dTe no longer have good positive correlations, and the coefficient is slightly negative.377

It reflects that in sub-ion scale structures, electrons tend to be heated in low-field regions such as378

the reconnection current sheets. Such a feature of electron heating at large and small scales379

summarizes a consistent picture with the examples we examined (e.g., Figure 2a-2c).380

381

Since we have found that the reconnection current sheets produce more electron heating than382

non-reconnection current sheets, what is the difference between the two? By examining383

individual cases, we found that a main difference seems to be the current sheet thickness. We384

selected 93 reconnection current sheets to calculate their smallest thicknesses, which include the385

single X-line events used in the above statistics and additional current sheets that are well386

isolated from others when their thicknesses reach the minimum. The thickness is determined as387

the full width half maximum of |jz| in the cut along N across the X-line. The thickness is plotted388

as a function of the maximum |jz| (jmax) in Figure 10, which lies in the range of 1~5 de for389

reconnection current sheets (black) with a median value of 2.4 de. The cyan dots show the390

thicknesses for 17 non-reconnection current sheets, which is overall greater than those of391

reconnection current sheets, with a median value of 4.3 de. Some non-reconnection current sheets392

have the thickness reaching the group of reconnection current sheets around 3 de; however, we393

find that they stay at such thin scales only briefly at one time step, while the reconnection current394

sheets hold the small thickness for longer time. The quantitative result demonstrates the395



difference in thickness between reconnection and non-reconnection current sheets. It suggests396

that driving the current sheet to a thin scale for sufficient time is a necessary condition for397

initiating reconnection, and it seems to be also a sufficient condition in the presented simulation.398

399

6. Conclusions400

We have investigated electron heating associated with magnetic reconnection in foreshock waves401

using a 2D PIC simulation that starts from the ion-ion beam instability. Reconnection develops402

as the ion-scale waveform distorts to form electron-scale current sheets. We obtain main403

conclusions regarding the electron heating and energization mechanisms:404

405

(1) Te is statistically higher close to the reconnection X-line than elsewhere, directly406

demonstrating the importance of reconnection in heating electrons in such an environment. The407

statistical analysis of the Te evolution in individual current sheets shows that Te in reconnection408

current sheets is greater than that in non-reconnection current sheets and increases over time for409

the time scale of a couple ���
−1 . Using Δ��/(�����2 ) to represent the heating rate, where the410

parameters are based on the values averaged over a few di that covers the whole current sheet, it411

is about 20%-30% at the near-saturation level. The heating rate at the X-line is 10%-20% at the412

start of reconnection and increases to 25%-40% at saturation.413

414

(2) The bulk electron energization by reconnection is analyzed by decomposing �� ∙ � with the415

guiding center approximation. E|| statistically contributes more than 50% of the energization416

around the onset of reconnection and drops to lower than 50% later, and it is in the form of both417

reconnection electric field near the X-line and intense bipolar electron holes that usually develop418



before reconnection starts. For �⊥ contributions, the energization at a couple ���
−1 after419

reconnection onset is dominant by the Fermi mechanism. At earlier time close to the420

reconnection onset, the perpendicular energization is dominant by the magnetization term421

associated with the gyro-motion in the inhomogeneous fields. Meanwhile, the Fermi term first422

has a net negative contribution and a positive contribution later. A primary contribution to the423

negative Fermi values is the Hall effect where electrons drag field lines in the out-of-plane424

direction to form the Hall magnetic field. As reconnection evolves and expands, the positive425

Fermi terms in the reconnection plane associated with the outflow gradually dominates over the426

negative Hall contribution.427

428

We note that although the electron energization is through �� ∙ � and the energization mostly429

goes to the thermal energy gain, the enhancements of �� ∙ � and Te are not correlated in the point-430

wise sense. The thermal energy gain consists of a more complicated definition of ���ℎ,�
��

+ ∇ ∙431

�� + � ∙ �� > 0 . In addition to the Te enhancement, the compression associated with n and Ve432

enhancements and the temporal variations (demonstrated to be non-negligible in Figure 4) can433

also contribute to balance �� ∙ � . That’s why we examine �� ∙ � and Te separately, and it is434

reasonable to see lack of simultaneous enhancements of the two during in situ observations.435

436

The characteristics of the reconnection current sheets in the simulation help us understand the437

features that may be difficult to interpret in observations. One interesting feature common to the438

current sheets in this simulation is that electrons exhibit shear flows along L, which originates439

from the flow along the ion-scale wave field and later evolves into part of the reconnection440

outflow jet (e.g., Figure 2e). The shear flow is sizable: for the reconnection current sheets we441



examine, the median value of shear flow amplitude at the minimum current sheet thickness is 5.5442

VA,asym. In addition, in such a turbulent environment, reconnection current sheets develop as443

clusters. The outflow regions of some current sheets can be the inflow regions of others, and444

particles can get continuous energization by moving through multiple reconnection sites. It leads445

to complicated current sheet structures and complicated profiles of quantities like Ve and Te,446

which cannot be understood as the result of a single reconnection event. At least based on the447

result of the presented simulation, reconnection is likely to occur once the current sheet can be448

driven to small thicknesses. It reminds us that when analyzing observation data, current sheets449

that have structures inconsistent with the most standard reconnection may still be reconnecting or450

will reconnect later, and the interactions between multiple current sheets likely affect the451

structures. The heating and energization in reconnection in the shock transition region like the452

foreshock waves need further investigations in observations, which can be compared with the453

simulation results and will probably reveal more interesting facts beyond those in 2D simulations.454
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585

Figure 1. Overview of the simulation. (a) By. The vertical stripes are the wave fields from the586

ion-ion instability, which have been distorted to form current sheets. (b) Te, which tend to exhibit587

enhancements in current sheets with sharp bending of field lines (overplotted black curves). The588

‘X’ symbols mark the X-line locations.589

590



591

Figure 2. Example reconnection current sheets. (a)-(e) Evolution of an isolated current sheet592
with the time labelled on top of the panels. (a) Magnetic field amplitude |B|, (b)-(c) Te showing593
enhancements in the reconnection current sheet. (d)-(e) Electron velocity along L (VeL) showing594
a shear flow that evolves into reconnection outflow jets. The magenta and white arrows indicate595
the L and N directions, respectively. (f) Te in an example cluster of multiple X-lines. Arrows596
indicate the inflow and outflow directions of each X-line. It shows the interaction between597
different reconnection sites.598

599



600

Figure 3. The probability distribution function of Te at ���� = 18.0 with a maximum number of601
X-lines. Black dots are for all grids in the simulation. Red dots are for grids in 2 de × 2 de602
surrounding X-lines, where the distribution shifts to higher Te. Cyan dots are for grids603
surrounding O-lines, where the distribution also shifts to higher Te compared to the black604
distribution but not as much as the red distribution near X-lines.605

606



607
Figure 4. Te evolution in reconnection current sheets. (a)-(b) Te evolution over time in the608
example single current sheet shown in Figure 2 (top). The blue curves represent the average Te609
over 5 di × 10 di that covers the whole current sheet, and orange curves represent the average Te610
over 2 de × 2 de surrounding X-lines. (a) Te in unit of mec2; (b) heating rate Δ��/(����2), where611
Δ�� is the average Te subtracted by the initial Te=0.05 mec2, and VA is based on the average n612
and |B| over the 5 di × 10 di region. (c)-(f) Superposed epoch analysis of Te for 102 events of613
single or clusters of reconnection current sheets. Epoch t=0 is when the X-line first appears. Gray:614
curves for individual events; red: median values; blue: 25% and 75% quantiles. (c) average Te615
over the di-scale region covering the current sheets, and the corresponding heating rate is in (d);616
(e) average Te over 2 de × 2 de surrounding X-lines, and the corresponding heating rate is in (f).617
The green curve in (c)-(d) are the median values for 17 non-reconnection current sheets. The618
result shows clear electron heating in reconnection current sheets that increases over time, and619
the heating rate is 10%~40%.620
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622

Figure 5. Electron energization represented by �� ∙ � decomposition for the example single623
current sheet in Figure 2 (top). (a)-(e) Profiles of decomposed terms at the time when the X-line624
first appears. (f) The integrated �� ∙ � over the shown region at different time steps, and the625
decomposition into the parallel and perpendicular components. (g) Decomposition of ��⊥ ∙ �⊥ ,626
where ‘demagnetized’ represents ��⊥ ∙ �⊥ in regions with Κ < 1 , and other terms are calculated627
over regions with Κ > 1; ‘sum’ is the summation of the other four terms.628
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630

Figure 6. Superposed epoch analysis of �� ∙ � and its decompositions. The formats are the same631
with those in Figure 4. (a) Average �� ∙ � per unit area. (b)-(e) the ratio between each term and632
total �� ∙ �. At the early time, E|| slightly dominates the energization, and the magnetization term633
dominates the perpendicular energization. The Fermi term exhibits a reversal from negative to634
positive values and becomes dominant at a couple ���

−1 after reconnection starts.635
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637

Figure 7. Decomposition of the Fermi term for the example single current sheet. (a) An638
illustration showing that the flow and curvature are along the same direction for the outflow in639
the reconnection plane (red), contributing positive Fermi values; the two have opposite signs in640
the out-of-plane direction due to the Hall effect, which lead to negative values. (b)-(e) are for641
���� = 16.5 when reconnection starts and the net Fermi contribution is negative. (f)-(i) is for642
���� = 17.0 with a net positive Fermi contribution. The four panels at each time show Bz, total643
Fermi term, in-plane Fermi term (Fermixy) and the out-of-plane Fermi term (Fermiz). Overall it644
shows the competition between the positive in-plane contribution and the negative out-of-plane645
contribution.646
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648

Figure 8. Superposed epoch analysis for Fermi decompositions. The formats are the same with649
Figure 4. (a) The total Fermi term, (b) in-plane Fermi term (Fermixy), (c) out-of-plane Fermi term650
(Fermiz). Fermixy is mainly positive, consistent with the reconnection outflow feature, while at651
the early time before reconnection starts, it can has negative values. Fermiz stays at negative652
values for longer time than Fermiz, associated with the Hall effect, and it can become positive653
later as the reconnection structure becomes more complicated.654
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656

Figure 9. The correlation coefficient between |B| and Te filtered at different spatial scales. The657
two quantities exhibit positive correlations at kdi≲ 0.7, consistent with the adiabatic heating.658
Weak negative correlations exist at kdi ≳ 0.7, associated with heating contributions by low659
magnetic field structures like reconnection current sheets.660
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662

Figure 10. Statistics of the current sheet thickness, represented by the full width at half663
maximum of |jz| in a cut along N across the X-line, as a function of the maximum current density.664
Reconnection current sheets (black) tend to have smaller thicknesses than non-reconnection665
current sheets (cyan).666


